
Stacker Pro - Guide 
Introduction 
Stacker Pro is a full game kit that works right out of the box without any changes. You can, 
however, configure Stacker Pro to make it your own!


If you have any questions, or comments, we’d love to hear them. You can reach us at:


Email: Alan@AlanOToole.com 
Website: http://www.AlanOToole.com 

An online version of this guide can be found here:

http://www.AlanOToole.com/assets/StackerPro/README.pdf


Thank you 
We want to thank you for purchasing Stacker Pro! Your support allows us to continue 
development on all of our assets and is greatly appreciated!


mailto:alan@AlanOToole.com
http://www.AlanOToole.com
http://www.AlanOToole.com/assets/StackerPro/README.pdf


 

Core Stacker Pro Components 

Game Manager 
Script Name: StackerProDropper.cs 

The game manager is the core to Stacker Pro.


Camera Settings 

- Game Camera - This is the main game camera for the scene

- Camera shift amount - This is the amount the camera will move 

up, on the Y axis, after blocks have been dropped


Color Shift Settings 

- Change background - Bool - If enabled, the background will 
change colors. Please look at the scene Game Color Shift 
Background for an example.


- Red Color | Green Color | Blue Color - The starting color of the 
background, if enabled, the color will fade from this starting color.


Block Settings 

- Active Block - The active block we are dropping in the scene.

- Block Prefab - The prefab of the block we spawn each time.

- Block Hit Particle System - The particle effect that will be created 

when the block lands.

- Block Prefab Spawn Location - The location where we initially 

spawn our active block.

- Spawn Time - How long it takes to spawn the next block.

- Block Min Spawn Size - The smallest block size we spawn (these 

are scaled sizes).

- Block Max Spawn Size - The largest block size we spawn (these 

are scaled sizes).

- Is Moving - Is our active block moving left | right?

- Dropped Active Block - Did we drop our active block?

- Left side max - The distance our block can move to the left.

- Right side max - The distance our block can move to the right.

- Move direction - Which direction are we moving, left or right?

- Move speed - How fast we are moving.


Score Related 
- Block Count UI Label - The UI label that shows the player score.

- Block Count - The current block count of the player.

- Did Player Fail - A boolean marking if the player failed or not.


UI Settings 
- Pause Panel - This is a variable where you can assign your own pause panel







Destroy Block Zone 
Script Name: StackerProDestroyBlockZone.cs 

This object contains a RigidBody2D and 
BoxCollider2D to create an area blocks will 
fall into. Reference the example already 
created in the prefab folder.





 

Stacker Pro Block 
Script Name: StackerProBlock.cs 

This script contains the code for the 
blocks and how they create sound effects, 
etc. 




Example Scenes 
There are three scenes included with Stacker Pro.


The MainMenu scene is where the player starts. 


The default Game scene is where the background 
is an image that fades into a solid color. 


The Game Color Shift Background scene is 
where the background shifts colors when blocks are dropped.





Blocks 
Stacker Pro comes with a collection of different block 
variants to choose from. 


If you want to update the active block in the scene, or create a new prefab, simply update the 
Sprite for the block itself.
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